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Abstract:
The Khamtis are one of the most significant tribes of North-East
East India. Although they are a
sub-group
group of the Tai people of South East Asia, they have some distinctive ethnographical
characteristics of their own. The Khamtis are strong believers of Theravada Buddhism. They
have their own language, culture and way of life. There are some isolated Khamti villages in
the Narayanpur area of Lakhimpur district. But because of the inter mingling with the other
nearby Assamese communities, now
now-a-days
days they face many problems like Identity Crisis,
Migration, Loss of Traditional Knowledge etc. The new generation does not want to follow
their traditional lifestyles. This paper revolves around the lives of people living in the Bor
BorKhamti village of Narayanpur situated in the district of Lakhimpur. They have a traditional
way
ay of life with their identical religious beliefs, language, traditional knowledge, dress habits,
food habits, festivals, marriage customs, economic activities, community life, and social
relations. It also tries to analyse the issues brought about by the contemporary times and how
these people have reacted to, or perceived these changes. These data, all primary in nature,
have been collected through questionnaires by conducting door
door-to-door
door survey method in the
village in a lucid manner.
r. This paper aims at constructing a qualitative as well as quantitative
account of the Bor-Khamti
Khamti village, throwing light on how our tribal communities should be
preserved as they are already in the brink of culture loss. These communities are store
store-house of
social and cultural knowledge, each being a unit of the greater Assamese community.
Keywords: tai-Khamti,
Khamti, ethnography, community life, identity crisis, culture loss
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1.1: INTRODUCTION: AN OVERVIEW OF PAYMENT AND SETTLEMENT
SYSTEM IN INDIA
The Khamtis are one of the main sub branches of Tai people of South
South-East
East Asia. They were
the original inhabitants of the Mung Khamti Lang or the Gre
Great
at Khamti land in the Irrawaddy
valley of Myanmar. It was a part of the old Pong Empire of the Shans, which broke into ppieces
after the invasion of Burmese King Alomphra in the middle of the eighteenth century. The
word Khamti means the ‘place of gold’, (Kham means gold and ti means place) and the
inhabitant of Khamti land are called the Khamti people. In India they are mostly
mos concentrated
in the Lohit and Changlang districts of Arunachal Pradesh and the Lakhimpur, Dhemaji and
Tinsukia districts of Assam. During the reign of Ahom King Rajeswara Singha (1751-69),
(1751
the
Khamtis entered in to Assam and as both the Ahom and Khamti belong to the same racial and
ethnic stock, the King permitted them to settle down and cultivate on land near the river
Tengapani. Later on they crossed the Brahmaputra and pushed forward to Sadiya. Taking
advantage of the decline and weakness of the Ahom rule, in 1794 they threw out the Ahom and
started their own administration in Sadiya by their leader titled as Sadiyakhowa Gohain. But
after the rebellion of 1839 British abolished the post and dispersed them in four different
localities, namely- Chunpura,, Dhemaji, Saikhowa and Narayanpur. As a result 500 Khamti
people were resettled in Narayanpur area of Lakhimpur District in the villages of Borkhamti,
Sribhuyan, Barpathar, Goshaibari, Deotula, Tipling and Tunijan. Physically Khamtis are
muscular and fairer
er in complexion. They are peace
peace-loving
loving people. Since then, they have been
residing in those areas, living in complete harmony with nature. They have become strict
followers of Theravada Buddhism and have no conflicts or any form of violence in their
society.
ty. They have a traditional way of life with their identical religious beliefs, language,
traditional knowledge, dress habits, food habits, festivals, marriage customs, economic
activities, community life, and social relations.
This paper revolves around tthe
he lives of people living in this area and does an
ethnographical profiling of the same. It also aims at constructing a qualitative as well as
quantitative account of the Bor-Khamti
Khamti village, throwing light on how should they be
preserved as they are alreadyy in the brink of culture loss. These communities are store-house
store
of
social and cultural knowledge, each being a unit of the greater Assamese community.
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1.2:

STUDY AREA:

1.3:

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES:

S. Gogoi

The main objectives of this paper are:
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To do an ethnographical profiling of the Khamtis of the Bor
Bor-Khamti
Khamti Village of
Narayanpur



To analyse the issues brought about by the contemporary times and how these people
have reacted to, or perceived these changes.

1.4:

DATABASE AND METHODOL
METHODOLOGY:

This research paper is in the form of an ethnographical study of B
Bor
or khamti village of
Narayanpur.
pur. The present study is based on primary data collected by door to door survey
through questionnaires and through interviews with individuals and community leaders. There
are a total of 36 households at present. Necessary secondary data was collected from various
sources like books, journals, magazines etc.
The methodology is a descriptive
descriptive-analytical
analytical one. Both quantitative and qualitative data
is incorporated with different
ifferent measures. Graphical representation of data is done with the help
of Bar graphs, pie charts etc. An age
age-sex
sex pyramid is drawn with the help of Microsoft Excel.

1.5:

ETHNOGRAPHIC PROFILING
PROFILING:

A. Geographical Profile:
Physiography: Like the other tribal villages, the Bor Khamti village of Narayanpur also
does not follow a definite pattern. These areas got inhabited in the first place, because of the
proximity to permanent source of fresh water and availability of fertile soil. The vvillage is
bounded by Kina Pothar Deuri gaon in the North, Mori
Mori-Dekrong
Dekrong River in the East, LalukLaluk
Narayanpur State highway in the South and National Highway 15 in the West. The latitudinal
and longitudinal location of this village is 26057/50.71//N and 93051/44.79//E. The elevation is
90 metres. It has its own paddy fields and the village is surrounded by bamboo plantation in its
western side.
Geographically the village is located on the Great North Indian Plain in general and
Brahmaputra Plain in particular. It comes within the district of Lakhimpur situated in the
northern bank of the River Brahmaputra. As the Khamtis are water seeking people, the Bor
Khamti Village is situated in the right bank of River Moridikrong near Narayanpur. The soil of
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the village is old alluvium type and is very fertile in nature. The soil hence supports abundant
agriculture, which is also the primary occupation.
Climate: The climate of the area is hot and humid with tropical monsoon
characteristics. The average temperature varies from 250 to 300 C in summer and 150 to 170 C
in winter. The average annual rainfall is 200 cm. But the region is a flood free one. July is tthe
hottest month with an average temperature of 290 C, January is the coldest month with an
average temperature of 170 C, June is the wettest month with an average rainfall of 280.5 mm
and July is the windiest month with an average wind speed of 3km/hour.
Vegetation: The village has deciduous type of vegetation with some evergreen forests.
The trees are dense with undergrowth. The forests are home to varieties of bamboo, cane and
many species of medicinal plants. The village is nationally recognised for it
its herbal
medicines.
B. Demographic Profile:
Population: The present population of the Bor khamti village is 122. They all belong to
36 households that come under different clans.
Sl. No. Clans

No. of Persons

1

Namchoom

31

2

Manpang

23

3

Singkai

21

4

Mein

17

5

Munglang

10

6

Mancheykhun

10

7

Manchey

04

8

Mancheykhan

01

9

Guhain

01

10

Lung

01

11

Manlown

01

12

Others (Baraik, Baruah,) 02

Table 1: Clans of Khamti’s living in Bor Khamti Village
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Figure 1: Clans with number of people
Sex Ratio: Sex ratio is the ratio of males to females in a population. The sex ratio of
Bor-Khamti
Khamti village is 936 female per 1000 males which is a fairly good figure.
Total population Male Female
122

63

59

Sex ratio
936 female/1000 male

Table 2: Male
Male-female population
lation of Bor Khamti village, 2019.

Figure 22: Share of male-female population
Age-sex Pyramid: A population pyramid, also called an "age
"age--sex pyramid", is a
graphical illustration that shows the distribution of various age groups in a population,
typically that of a country or region of the world, which forms the shape of a pyramid when the
population is growing. A population pyramid is constructed by incorporating the male and
female population under age-groups
groups of 00-4 to 72+, given as under:
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Age G
Group Male % Female %
0-4
0
0
0
0
4-8
1
1.5
1
1.6
8-12
4
6.3
4
6.8
12
12-16
5
7.9
3
4.5
16
16-20
5
7.9
3
4.5
20
20-24
3
4.7
3
4.5
24
24-28
7
11.1
7
11.8
28
28-32
6
9.5
2
3.4
32
32-36
4
6.3
6
10.2
36
36-40
5
7.9
5
8.5
40
40-44
6
9.5
4
6.8
44
44-48
3
4.7
5
8.5
48
48-52
5
7.9
2
3.4
52
52-56
2
3.1
3
4.5
56
56-60
2
3.1
3
4.5
60
60-64
2
3.1
1
1.6
64
64-68
1
1.5
2
3.4
68
68-72
1
1.5
2
3.4
72+
1
1.5
3
4.5
Table 3: Age Group

Figure 33: Population pyramid, 2019
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Literacy: Literacy rate is the total number of literate persons in a given population
group, expressed as a percentage of the total population in that group. The literacy rate
according to the male and female categories is given as under:
Criteria
Male
Female
Male

Lower
High
Primary
School
08
24
10
20
100% Literate

Higher
Graduate
Secondary
16
13
06
09
Female
Table 4: Level of Literacy

Master
Degree
02
02
79.66%

Illiterate
00
12

Figure 44: Male-Female Literacy Rate
C. Socio - Cultural Profile:
Language and Script
Script: Khamtis are the only Tai-speaking
speaking tribe inhabiting within the
Indian Territory. The language is closely related to Thai and Lao languages. They have their
own script called ‘Lik-Tai’.
Tai’. They have many collections of hand
hand-written
written manuscripts, covering
cove
all branches of history, literature, religion and medicine as there is a tradition to offer hand
written book in Buddhist scripts to the temple. They still follow the Burmese calendar. The
Khamti language has 33 alphabets, 16 vowels and 17 consonants. Khamti is a tonal language.
The same word means differently in different tones. E.g. the word ‘‘ma’ means a dog, a horse, a
mad fellow and to come. There are four different tones in the khamti language. These are
are- i)
The rising tone, ii) The straight forwa
forward
rd tone, iii) The falling tone and iv) The emphatic tone.
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So the meaning of a particular word is to be understood by the content of the sentence it
carries.
Religion: The Khamtis of Borkhamti village are strong believers of Theravada
Buddhism. They brought
ught their religious beliefs from Burma (Myanmar). The village has a
Buddha Vihar, situated in the eastern part of the village on the bank of the river Moridikrong.
The Vihar has a prayer hall. There are numbers of statues of Lord Buddha of different shape
shapes
and sizes made by marble stone, bronze, silver, brass, wood and ivory and some important
manuscripts are stored inside of prayer hall. The monks of the village used to perform various
functions. They give religious teachings to the villagers and perform birth, marriage and death
rituals of all the families rich or poor. The monks have to shave heads, wear saffron garments
and receive their som (food) from the villagers. The Buddhist priests are leading craftsmen
also.
Festivals: The people of Borkhamti village observe a number of religious and social
festivals which are tied to the lunar calendar. These are Sangken (the New Year), Paya
Puthikam (Buddha Purnima), Lu Kong Mu (Stupa), Neova (Vassavasa), Me
Me-Nam-Me-Phi,
Prabajya etc.
Poi Sangken: Sanken is the New Year Festival of Khamti. It is celebrated on
the fifth month of the Buddhist calendar, which falls in April. In this festival the image of Lord
Buddha is brought out and washed ceremoniously with great devotion. People sprinkle clean
water over the image of the Buddha to evoke his blessing for protection against evil spirits.
They also pour water on the hands and the feet of the monks and elderly people seeking for
their blessings. So it is known as water festival also. The festivals continues for tthree or four
days when everybody offers food items to Buddha and prays for peace, harmony, prosperity,
happiness and seeks blessing to overcome the misfortune for the coming years. People enjoyed
by wearing new clothes, singing and dancing etc.
Mai-ko-chum-phi
-phi: The word mai means wood, ko means to collect and chamcham
phai means the act of putting fire. It is just like the Magh Bihu of Assamese people. This post
harvest festival is celebrated on the full moon day in the month of January / February. People
arrange
range meji, the heap of the firewood and decorated it with garlands of flowers, coloured
papers, candles and religious flags and ceremoniously put to the fire. Mass prayer is organized
with grand feast.
Social Science Researcher (2019) 5 (2))
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Poi-kathin:: The people of Bor Khamti village are observing this festival in the
month of October and November (Kati). The meaning of Kathin is ‘laying down the holy
cloth’. People offer sibor i.e. the dress of monks, to the monks in this festival. They prepare
these dresses with most respect and honour and donate to the monks of the village.
Paya Puthikam
Puthikam:: This festival is celebrated on the day in which Buddha attained
Enlightenment. Gautama was born, enlightened and died on that very full moon day of May.
During the time of festival People of Bor Khamti village listen to ahimsa discourse from
monks, recite Panchahillas and religious song is sung, followed by mass prayer and community
feast.
Lu Kong Mu:: This festival is celebrated in every household by making a small
stupa of sand, decorating with
ith cloths and flowers in every sacred occasion and offers it to Lord
Buddha.
Vassavasa: Vassavasa means ‘residence during rains’. As the three months of
rainy season is very productive, many living beings are originated and many seed just spring
up,, Lord Buddha ordered his followers to pass the rainy season in settled dwellings. The
people of Bor Khamti village celebrate this period from the full moon of July (Asadha) to full
moon of October (Aswina). In the first day of vassavasa the festival Neova is celebrated.
Villagers give food and fruits to the monks and feed the poor people. Marriage and other types
of public entertainment are also cannot be performed in this period.
Lu phra:: In this festival villagers donate images of Lord Buddha to the Vi
Vihar.
On this day devotees pray to Lord Buddha and seeking blessings from him. A big feast is also
arranged.
Poi lu- lik:: This festival is observed for offering religious books and
manuscripts to the Vihar to get blessings of Lord Buddha.
Poi lu-heng: This festival is observed for offering lotus flower to the Vihar.
They believe that if they donate one thousand of lotus flowers they can attain liberation
(nirvana). In this ritual a tank is dug out and thousand lotuses are planted. After that they offer
it to Sangha.
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Poi patesha or Tun patesha
patesha:: In this festival people make an imaginary desiredesire
full filling tree (kalpataru) and worship it by offering flower, religious book, flags and other
items of value. They believe that if they donate kalpataru tree, they will be able to get anything
they desire.
Me-Nam-Me-Phi
Phi:: The Khamti people believe that ancestors live in the Choe
Lai (the main post) of the house. So to satisfy them they arrange prayer and offer cooked rice,
flower and candle etc in this religious function.
Prabajya: This festival is conducted for the newly converted Monks and
observed generally once in three or four years.
Poi Leng:: It is a ritual observed at the death of a monk or an important royal
person. They preserved the body for some month or for a year in coffin. After that the body is
disposed off ceremoniously by observing poi leng.
Family: People in this village, live together with peace and harmony. The whole
village is like one big family, with many households sharing same clans. Families in particular
are of Joint family type. Buddhist ideology effects the socio
socio-cultural
cultural as well as family life of
the khamti’s of the Bor Khamti village. They have norms for regulating household matters and
relationship among the members. There was political hierarchy in the past. The Namsoom
family were the village heads. But now all are treated equally and they comply with our
country’s political systems.
House types: The typical Khamti houses are strong timber structure with raised floo
floor
and thatched roofs. The height of the floor is about six feet. Wooden planks are used for
flooring and the walls are made up of bamboo splices. The khamti house can be divided in to
four parts, i.e. chan- the sitting place for the visitors. In this open balcony eastern side is
reserved for Chan Phra, the sacred place with some idols of Lord Buddha and religious
books. Tinon- the tinon is the bed room of the house having a fire place at its centre. Kho tang
is the kitchen and the Kho pino is the guest room
om of the house. The space below the raised
platform is used for domestic animals, storage of fire
fire-wood
wood and also for their traditional loom
or Kihok. The house is thought to be incomplete without a granary. Every house has a
boundary with bamboo fencing. T
The space for cow-shed
shed is away from the main house but
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within the boundary. The land surrounding the house is used for kitchen garden and flower
garden.
Food Habits: In case of food habit Kamtis are very simple. They use to take meal two
times a day, one inn the morning and other in the early evening. They use rice as their staple
food with vegetables, meat and fish. Some of the well
well-known
known dishes are Khao puk (made out
of sticky rice), Khao lam (bamboo rice), Paa sa (fish soup with special herbs). Any type oof beer
or liqour are prohibited in this village.
Dress Habits: The Khamti men and women can be identified by their dress. The men
commonly wear a tight-fitting
fitting chyn (cotton jacket) and a fanoi (cotton lungi). The fanoi has a
chequered pattern combination of green, red, violet and black. The female dress consists of a
sein (black Garment), khenyao (long
(long-sleeved
sleeved jacket), longwat (embroidered waist cloth) and a
white turban. The last two are generally worn by married women. Women are very simple and
rarely use ornaments.
Traditional Knowledge: Although the Tai-Khamtis
Khamtis belong to the same Northern
branch of the Tai people of South East Asia such as the Tai
Tai-Ahoms
Ahoms and Tai-Phakes,
Tai
they have
some distinctive ethnographical characteristics of their own. The communi
community has been a
storehouse of traditional knowledge, in the form of knowledge, innovations, norms and
practices developed through experiences gained over the centuries, while adapting with the
surrounding environment. This traditional knowledge has been tran
transmitted
smitted orally from
generation to generation and has scientific rationale attached to it. They collectively own a
body of knowledge, in the form of stories, folklore, proverbs, cultural values, beliefs, rituals,
local language and community laws. These get reflected in many different ways such as norms
of building houses, use of building materials, traditional medical treatments, household and
family norms, festivals, co
co-existence
existence with nature, agricultural practices, cooking and
preparation of food, religio
religious
us beliefs, and marriage rituals, dressing norms, rules and
regulations of marital life, cleanliness and sanitation. With the poassage of time, these
traditional knowledges are slowly evaporating in the present day scenario of globalization and
modernization
on and should be seriously looked into for preservation to posterity.
Marriage system: Marriage in Khamti society is a long process including several steps.
They are very cautious in arranging a marital relation. As a bride they generally prefer from the
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side of his maternal uncle. When the girl of their choice is found out, they send Kum Fak (rice
and sugar) or topola through some messengers. Two persons from the side of the bridegroom
take the message and the acceptance of this offer signifies the girl’s parent’s consent. Then on
some auspicious day they will send some relatives to the boy’s house for settling the matter.
The first thing to be settled is the Hu
Hu-Ka (bride-price).
price). It is determined in terms of ziac, which
is equal to one hundred and forty ru
rupees.
pees. The rice people gives up to twenty ziac but the
minimum rate is at least four ziac. On that day, when the ziac is paid, the date of marriage is
also fixed. The date is fixed on some auspicious day from the calendar. The bridegroom need
not go to the bride’s house on the marriage day. His relatives would come and take her from
her parents’ house. The monks are invited and they read Mangala-sutta after the general prayer
of Trisarana.. Then the monks and the elders give blessings to the married couple. R
Rice meal is
offered to the invitees.
D. Economic Profile:
Agriculture: The khamtis are settled agriculturists and expert at wood
wood-carving. In Bor
Khamti village they use to plough drawn by a single buffalo. They generally cultivate paddy,
mustard and potatoo etc in their fertile fields. Among the 36 households 11 households give
their agricultural land on Liege system for cultivation, the rest cultivate their own land. Mainly
Cows are domesticated.
Homestead Area

Bamboo Forest Land Agricultural Land

80.7

15.5

307

Table 5:: Family wise Land holding patterns (land in Bighas)

Figure 5: Land use pattern
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Since, agriculture is having the largest share of land, the amount of agricultural land under the
households are tabulated in a frequency distribution table.
Land in bighas No. of Households
0

9

1-5

10

5-10

5

10-15

3

15-20

4

20+

5

Table 6:: Household wise Agriculture Land holdings

Figure 66: Agricultural Land Holding
Occupations: The main occupation, as above mentioned is Cultivation. Other than that
the other occupations are tabulated as under:
Criteria
Male
Female

Agriculture Service Business Student
21
17
07
17
01
06
00
13
Table 7: Male-Female Occupation
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Figure 7: Occupational structure
Income groups: The income groups have been worked up and tabulated as under:
Income Groups (monthly) Number of Households
1000 – 20,000

23

20,000 – 40,000

4

40,000 – 60,000

7

60,000 – 80,000

0

80,000+

2

Table 88: Household wised Income Groups

Figure 8: Income Groups
1.6:

CONTEMPORARY CHALLENGES:
The golden people of the golden land have been trying to preserve their age long

identity in the Bor Khamti Village. But like every tribal community of our North East Indian
States, the Khamtis too are influenced by the contemporary waves of modernization and
globalization. The main issues are listed as under:


In the modern age there is a duality of accepting the modern lifestyle along with
preservation of culture and tradition. Many people have built RCC houses iinstead of
their traditional raised platformed stilt houses and thatched houses. Regarding the dress
habits, most of the men folk use mill
mill-made shirts nowadays.



Because of the close contact with the nearby Assamese people, they know the
Assamese language very
ery well. As the medium of education i.e. medium of schools and
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colleges, is also Assamese. The new generation prefers Assamese language instead of
their mother tongue. They haven’t learned the traditional dialect and script.


The village of 200 households in the past have reduced to 36 households at present, due
to the migration of people to Namsai, Arunachal Pradesh for better occupational
grounds.



Many families have established marriage ties with the neighbouring Ahome and
Mishing people.



The amazing body of traditional knowledge is not getting passed down to the younger
generations. Only the older folk know about it.

1.7:

CONCLUSION:
Bor Khamti Village is a significant place of Lakhimpur district in Assam. It is one of

the most important tourist attractions
tractions with its unique culture and traditions and the beautiful
Buddha Vihar. The village is clean, has good transportation routes, the people are peace
peace-loving
and live in complete harmony with nature. They are very conscious about the cleanliness of
their
eir surroundings so much so that, they do not rear pigs like the other plain tribes such as the
Mishings. Every house has a handloom where the women weave beautiful garments of green
and black colours. But the continuation of such a nature
nature-friendly
friendly and traditional
tra
way of life
may come into an end if the people cannot retain their traditional wealth of knowledge. So,
conscious attempts should be made to focus the unique culture of these people. The village has
not any cultural infrastructure except the Vihar
Vihar.. If we imagine a multipurpose auditorium with
a museum, a library, a rehearsal hall and space for training and exhibition, certainly it will help
the villagers to keep their culture intact. There must be a rural cinema hall to attract the young
generation.. For tourist purposes they can be arranged a cooperative market for their local made
traditional goods and a theatre hall to perform their folk music and drama. They can be
arranged cultural work-shops
shops etc also during the school holidays. These steps make them
economically sound. But initially they need some economic supports from outsiders. Either
Government or NGO can help the villagers in this case. No doubt it will be self sustainable
latter on. The traditional medical treatments, if exposed can contri
contribute
bute wonders to modern
medicine. Thus, awareness among the people and consciousness about sustaining the ethnic
identity and their unique culture will keep the beauty of this village evergreen, and be a shining
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example of ethnic originality amidst times of identity crisis, culture loss and death of
languages, in the present day global context.
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